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Networks 
The backbone of the Internet

Reliance on networked applications is rising.
Web search, GPS navigation, video streaming, ride hailing, food delivery, telehealth, video conferencing.

The rise of artificial intelligence (AI) based applications is expected to accelerate demand further. 
Large language models, autonomous vehicles, robotics, virtual assistants, medical diagnosis, etc. 

In 2020, the average daily traffic demand world-wide was 2.5 quintillion, or 2.5 billion billion bytes.1

From 2019 to 2023, estimated annual growth of traffic was 30%.2
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Inter-network and Intra-network

Inter-network 

● Traffic exchanged between one autonomous network and another.

● A home router handles inter-network traffic to/from a home and the Internet.

● AWS’s routers handle video streaming traffic from Prime Video’s servers to customers’ homes.

Intra-network 

● Concerns traffic exchanged within a single autonomous network. 

● A campus network’s core routers and switches handle the transfer of data within the organization.

● AWS’s core routers and switches handle the traffic between AWS’s data centers around the world.
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Scope: Enterprise Intra-network Management

Traffic confined to a single backbone network 
managed by a single entity. 

Owner manages the entire network stack
Optical Fibers 
Routers and Switches
Network Software Controller

Can be as large as a global cloud provider
or as small as the UO campus network. 
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Trends in Enterprise Networks
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Trend 1: Cloudification
The backbone of our digital lives

A cloud is a private network of data centers, 

distributed around the globe, that hosts services for 

their customers. 

They host popular applications. 

e.g., Netflix, Pinterest, Etsy, Uber, 

or just about any website or app you can think of.

They also host private services for their customers.

e.g., supply chain management, fraud detection, 

logistics, human resources and accounting, 

or just about any business need you can think of. 
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Source: https://techmonitor.ai/technology/networks/big-tech-accounts-for-over-half-of-global-internet-traffic



57%
More than half of all network traffic in 2021 was attributed to six entities.

All six represent services running on major cloud networks.
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“We need another 1000x [capacity] 
over the coming 20 years, but 

we don't know how to do that.”

- Amin Vahdat, 2022
Vice President and General Manager

Machine Learning, Systems, and Cloud AI @ Google
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Enterprise Network 
Trend 2
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Evolving Threats
DDoS attacks

are inexpensive to launch.

cause significant loss of revenue.

These attacks cost small to medium sized 

enterprises ~ $5,600/min [3].
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Summary of Trends

Trend 1

Network applications are driving demand on 

backbone enterprise networks. 

Trend 2

This threat looms over any enterprise network, 
adding a compounding factor to the "normal" 
traffic demand that the network should satisfy.
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State of the Art
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Software Defined Everything*
Bringing programmability into the network.
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Load Balancing Firewalls

Traffic Engineering Traffic ScrubbingIntrusion Detection



Limitations Based on Implicit Assumptions
Today's best practices in networks use programmability to scale traffic management and network defense.
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considering topology, modern applications & threats compell us to revisit these assumuptions. 



Problem 1: “A Dynamic Topology is Infeasible” 
The Optical-Packet Network Chasm

Optical and packet networks have evolved separately.

Exciting work is happening in both domains, but these 

developments rarely overlap.

Optical networking researchers and operators don’t 

think applications need the optical network to be 

programmable. 

Networking researchers assume that optical links need 

tens of minutes or hours to be brought online. 26



Problem 2: “Adapting Topology to suit Traffic is 
Impractical” 

Jointly Optimizing Routing & Topology

27

Input: A set of short-term demands between different network endpoints.

Number of connected labeled 

graphs with n nodes.

Source: https://oeis.org/A001187
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Problem 2: “Adapting Topology to suit Traffic is 
Impractical” 

Jointly Optimizing Routing & Topology

31

Input: A set of short-term demands between different network endpoints.

Output: The best set of optical links & network paths to satisfy all demands.

This problem is NP-Hard.

- The sheer number of possible connected graphs with n vertices is 

astronomical.

With 16 nodes, we’re already considering more than 1036 graphs. 

Number of connected labeled 

graphs with n nodes.

short-term: a time horizon of 5 minutes or less.

best: an application-specific objective.

Source: https://oeis.org/A001187
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Networking is worlds away from where it was 20 years ago.

Modern demand from applications such as AI and machine learning, in 

combination with ever-more pervasive threats against network infrastructure 

such as DDoS, compel us to revisit this assumption. 

To boldly go where no enterprise network has gone before. 

To unlock the benefits of dynamically changing the topology for scaling 

network capacity to meet demand and shoring up its defense capability. 



Thesis Statement

This thesis advances the state-of-the-art in network management by challenging the prevailing notion that the joint 

optimization of optical and packet layers is impractical. It does so through two key contributions. (1) Establishing 

theoretical and empirical foundations for optical topology programming (OTP). (2) Demonstrating the advantages 

of OTP in enhancing network security (e.g., combating network reconnaissance, volumetric DDoS) and network 

management (e.g., scaling traffic engineering) applications.
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The Optical Layer Network
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Definitions
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Optical Link: Physical link between two 
endpoints. Can traverse zero or more nodes 
between endpoints. Also known as wavelength.

Network Path: One or more optical links 
between two nodes. 

Capacity or Bandwidth of a network path is 
proportional to the number of optical links.

Optical Links Network Paths
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Optical Topology Programming (OTP)

A mechanism to opportunistically (re)allocate or move optical links toward improving the performance or 

security of that network.

Benefits and Intuition:

Bandwidth on demand for existing network paths.

New network paths for opportunistically forwarding traffic.

How we get there:

Foundations to address the practicality problem: Find an efficient solution to an NP-hard problem. 

Measurements to address the feasibility problem: Show that OTP is feasible in production networks  today. 

Applications to demonstrate the benefits of OTP: Develop applications to scale capacity & address threats. 
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Foundations for OTP
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Joint optimization for routing & topology is NP-Hard. 



What can we do about this?
Simplify the search.

There is an incomprehensibly large number of possible network topologies to choose from…
but let’s be realistic – we don’t need to consider all of them. 
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Joint optimization for routing & topology is NP-Hard. 



How to Jointly Optimize Routing + Topology
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1. Choose a set of candidate links in the network.

2. Enumerate the possible paths between all nodes using the 

candidate links. 

- Use the shortest path length in the original graph as a cutoff.

E.g., B -> C has length 2 in the original graph [ (B, A), (A, C) ]

so, include [ (B, C) ] and [ (B, E), (E, C) ] but not 

[ (B, E), (E, F), (F, C) ].

3. For each pair of nodes, (s, t), call the links from these paths
So, for B -> C this is { (B, C), (B, A), (A, C), (B, E), (E, C) }

4. Restrict all (s, t) flows for any solution to only include           links. 

How to Jointly Optimize Routing + Topology
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Foundations Summary

Restricting the forwarding links available to flows enables us to 

solve joint routing + topology problems in less than 1 minute for graphs with up to 50 nodes. 
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Foundations Summary

Restricting the forwarding links available to flows enables us to 

solve joint routing + topology problems in less than 1 minute for graphs with up to 50 nodes.

Significant because the worlds largest cloud backbones have 50 nodes or fewer.  
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Measurements
Benchmarking The Optical Layer
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Optical link add-time: 
The time required to add an optical link to 

an existing set of links.
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Which factors impact add-time for optical 
link the most? 

How can these factors be reduced?
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6x 100 Gigabit per second (Gbps) Transponders.
Transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) optical signals.

7x erbium-doped fiber amplifiers (EDFAs).
Deployed roughly every 100 km or 60 miles in a   
production WAN.

1x variable optical attenuator (VOA)
To instantly add/drop link.

1x Optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) 
To visualize optical channels

Lab testbed
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Default Time to Add 100 Gbps Optical Link
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Improved Time to Add 100 Gbps Optical Link
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20x Faster
● Optical signal add-time decreased 20x by disallowing ‘automatic’ power adjustment 

in favor of ‘manual’.
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Applications
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GreyLambda: 
A Framework to Scale Traffic 

Engineering Using OTP
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Background

● Enterprise networks are expensive and therefore 

higher utilization = higher return on investment

● Enterprise networks need to be overprovisioned to ensure network availability in severe events

e.g., flash crowds & fiber cuts

● Overprovisioning, or designing and building the network such that on average utilization is low

to provide insurance against severe events, works directly against achieving higher utilization.
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The Network Balancing Act
Temporal vs. Spatial requirements of traffic engineering (TE).

Temporal Requirement

● Forwarding paths should be computed for all 

demand pairs quickly, ideally every 5 minutes. 

68

Spatial Requirement

● Forwarding paths should be diverse and 

balanced to ensure high utilization, even 

during severe network events. 



The Network Balancing Act
Instances of TE Systems on Either Side of the Spectrum

Temporal Requirement

Equal-Cost Multi Path (ECMP) Routing.

Very fast to compute, 𝑂 1 .

Doesn’t do well in severe network events. 
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Much slower to compute, 𝑂(𝑛2).

Adapts to severe network events.
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Spatial Requirement

Optimal Multi-commodity Flow (MCF) Routing.

Much slower to compute, 𝑂(𝑛2).

Adapts to severe network events.

State-of-the art, Somewhere in Between

SMORE: MCF Heuristic with oblivious path selection

NCFlow: Parallelized MCF



Observation

● Severe network events tend to disproportionately affect specific network links across TE 

implementations.

● We’ll call these “High Rank” links. 

● Graphs show “Total Congestion Loss Events per Link” in Microsoft’s Azure backbone

with flash crowds and two link failures
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Implication
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Suppose 𝑒1, 𝑒2, and 𝑒3 are different 

optical paths from 𝑣 to 𝑤.

In a typical TE system, the failure event 

of 𝑒1and 𝑒2 means all the traffic from 𝑣

to 𝑤 must use 𝑒3’s single optical link. 

If we can migrate the wavelengths from 

the 𝑒1and 𝑒2 paths onto 𝑒3, then we can 

mitigate congestion loss from the event.
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Suppose 𝑒1, 𝑒2, and 𝑒3 are different 

optical paths from 𝑣 to 𝑤.

In a typical TE system, the failure event 

of 𝑒1and 𝑒2 means all the traffic from 𝑣

to 𝑤 must use 𝑒3’s single optical link. 

If we can migrate the wavelengths from 

the 𝑒1and 𝑒2 paths onto 𝑒3, then we can 

mitigate congestion loss from the event.

We can achieve this benefit by introducing fallow transponders at only high ranked links



Results

● GreyLambda completely mitigates congestion loss from severe network events in Microsoft’s Azure 

backbone when paired with NCFlow. 
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OTP for DDoS Defense

Multi-stage link-flood attack
Step 1: Reconnaissance
Step 2: Send Link-flood Traffic
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Doppler: 
A Framework to Defend Against 
Network Reconnaissance Attacks

78



Background

● DDoS attacks are more prevalent by the year, and attack methods deployed are increasingly cunning.

● Attackers are becoming more adept at performing network reconnaissance, 

i.e., mapping the target network to find vulnerable bottleneck links.

● Recent work has focused on thwarting reconnaissance by obfuscating traceroute probes sent 

through the network.

● We show an advanced reconnaissance attack, which doesn’t use traceroute, and a method to 

defend against it with OTP. 
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The Ricci Attack 

● Application of a recently discovered method for cloud tomography, or mapping cloud backbones.

● Originally wasn’t considered as an attack vector for learning enterprise network topology. 

● We were the first to apply it to the LFA attack loop. 

● Uses min RTT delay measurements to discover bottleneck links in a network.

● Requires accurate min RTT measurements between pairs of network nodes. 
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Adapt and change the optical topology faster than the attacker can perform the Ricci attack. 

● Measurements in (a) collected over 25 minutes. 

● Measurements in (b) collected over 1 hour and 36 minutes. 

It can take tens of minutes to hours to get clean data necessary for the Ricci attack.

Ricci Attack: Time requirement
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Network with 17 nodes



Doppler Defense

● Doppler proactively adapts and changes the optical topology of the network to subvert 

reconnaissance efforts. 

● Challenging because of the vast potential choice for topology and connectivity options. 
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Doppler Defense: Candidate link selection

Strategy 1: max

Given a network with a subgraph like (a), we can consider the largest set of candidate links to be (b), 

i.e., a fully-connected graph around (U, V) and its neighbors.

Strategy 2: conservative

Candidate links are those from U to V’s neighbors and V to U’s neighbors.
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This choice dramatically influences the set of possible solutions and the speediness of finding one.



Tested the Ricci attack and Doppler defense on four networks. 

Experiment Parameters

● Candidate link and path selection (conservative or max)

● Transponders placement (top 100, 90, …, 10, 0% of nodes)

● Quantity of fallow transponders where placed (1, 2, or 3)

● Time (30 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes)

Investigating: 

1. How does Doppler fare with no fallow transponders?

2. How similar are Doppler topologies to each other? 

3. How does Doppler perform with low time constraints?

Doppler Evaluation
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Doppler with No Fallow Transponders

● Doppler finds multiple alternative topologies 

for all 4 networks under all configurations.

● Networks 1 and 2 found fewer solutions 

specifically with max link and path selection 

and a 30 second time constraints.

● Doppler completed the solution pool for all 

networks with the conservative link and path 

selection strategy.

● The conservative strategy introduced 65 to 

70% fewer variables than max 86



Reconnaissance: Before and After Doppler

Comparison of Doppler topologies 

● Majority of graphs from Doppler have 0 overlapping 

bottleneck edges. 

● Less than 40% have 1 or more overlapping 

bottleneck edges. 

Key takeaway

● There is high variance in the Doppler topologies

with respect to the location of a bottleneck link.
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Doppler with a Low Time Limit

● We look at the performance of Doppler 

solutions specifically with a 30 second limit

to complete its solution pool. 

● The graph shows Network 3, but results for 

all networks were similar.

○ Doppler maintained low Max Link 

Utilization for solutions across operating 

parameters. 

○ Doppler found 100 feasible solutions. 
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ONSET: 
A Framework to Combat 

Terabit Link Flood Attacks
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Background

Recall Doppler, a pro-active solution to make network reconnaissance more challenging. 

ONSET directly combats an active, ongoing link-flood attack through optical topology programming.

Software define networking has been used to address the LFA threat in the past. 

Ripple: 

● Aims to detect traffic from LFA attackers directly and drop that malicious traffic.

Downside: 

● LFA traffic is notoriously hard to detect. 

● As attackers are getting more sophisticated their ability to blend their attacks with normal traffic is 

increasing. 90



Goal

Develop a framework for LFA defense that can be applied to legacy networks (i.e., without SDN traffic 

engineering or defenses) and modern networks with state-of-the-art SDN based defense. 
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Challenges

● Foundations Challenge (How to jointly optimize topology + Routing). 
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~15% of link additions increased 90th

percentile link congestion. 

~25% increased max link congestion.



Addressing Network Performance 
in non-SDN Networks

Binary links make ECMP difficult to model efficiently with numerical optimization. 

They turn the mixed-integer linear programming problem into a mixed-integer quadratic problem. 
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Addressing Network Performance 
in non-SDN Networks

Instead, we use the SDN optimization model (i.e., without a flow-balance constraint).

We use our technique from Doppler to find a large set of solutions.

Then solve the ECMP routing scheme on each solution in parallel. 

The “winner” is the solution with the lowest maximum link utilization. 
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ONSET: An LFA Defense Framework Using  
Optical Topology Programming
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ONSET: Topology Pruning (step 1) 
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Apply a technique similar to that from Doppler, i.e., a limited, 

deliberately chosen, set of candidate links. 

Selection Technique: 

Link Rank – Measures the number of attacks that induce 

congestion loss on a given link. 

For example, when 100 attacks are considered on a network, 

and a 178 given link experiences congestion loss in 12 of those 

cases, the link rank for that link is 12%.
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Apply a technique similar to that from Doppler, i.e., a limited, 

deliberately chosen, set of candidate links. 

Selection Technique: 

Link Rank – Measures the number of attacks that induce 

congestion loss on a given link. 

For example, when 100 attacks are considered on a network, 

and a 178 given link experiences congestion loss in 12 of those 

cases, the link rank for that link is 12%.

Insight: Most links have a low rank (< 10%) while a few links in all networks have high rank, 

between 30 and 40%. Therefore, prioritize reconfiguration around these links.



ONSET: Topology Pruning (step 2)
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We must enumerate all the forwarding paths for potential 

topologies to optimize routing on them. 
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We must enumerate all the forwarding paths for potential 

topologies to optimize routing on them. 

This can be 3 to 4 orders of magnitude larger than the set of 

all-pairs shortest paths in the original graph! 

Using A* to iteratively add paths to this set, instead of 

Dijkstra’s algorithm, we reduce the total paths by 2 to 3 

orders of magnitude. 

This is key to enabling fast solutions on large graphs. 



We evaluate ONSET on 5 networks with the following parameters.

● Routing/Defense:

Ripple, ECMP, Ripple+ONSET, ECMP+ONSET

● Fallow transponders

1 fallow transponder at each node.

● Candidate Link/Path Selection

Conservative candidate link selection with A* path selection

Investigating: 

1. How does ONSET handle LFAs at different scales?

2. How does its performance compare to Ripple or ECMP?

ONSET Evaluation
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ONSET finds and optimal solution within 60 seconds for 

Sprint, ANS, and CRL in nearly all experiments. 

Bell Canada has an optimal solution in 38% of 

experiments. 

SurfNet has an optimal solution in 25% of experiments. 

ONSET Optimization Time
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(Seconds)



Coremelt Attack
● Concentrates on attacking one or more links.

● We look at crossfire attacks targeting 1 to 5 links 

simultaneously with an attack volume of 100, 150, 

or 200 Gbps per link. 

ONSET Evaluation: Attacks
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In the 4 link by 150 Gbps per link attacks, ECMP starts 

to show congestion loss on each network. 

ONSET Evaluation: Coremelt Attack
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In the 4 link by 150 Gbps per link attacks, ECMP starts 

to show congestion loss on each network. 

In the 4 link by 200 Gbps per link attacks, Ripple*

starts to show congestion loss on each network. 

ONSET Evaluation: Coremelt Attack
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In the 4 link by 150 Gbps per link attacks, ECMP starts 

to show congestion loss on each network. 

In the 4 link by 200 Gbps per link attacks, Ripple* 

starts to show congestion loss on each network. 

ONSET Evaluation: Coremelt Attack
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In each of these instances, ECMP+ONSET 

and Ripple+ONSET completely mitigate 

congestion loss from the attack.



Crossfire Attack
● Concentrates on attacking links adjacent to a specific node.

● We look at crossfire attacks targeting Each node in the network 

individually with an attack volume of 100 or 200 Gbps per link.

ONSET Evaluation: Attacks
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● 20% of the 100 Gbps attacks result 

in congestion loss with ECMP.

ONSET reduces the number to 5%.

● 45% of the 200 Gbps attacks result 

in congestion loss with Ripple*.

ONSET reduced the number to 25%.

ONSET Evaluation: Crossfire Attack
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ONSET has the power to augment defenses for Link Flood Attacks. 

It can be applied as a complement to existing SoTA defenses like Ripple.

It can also be applied to legacy networks with ECMP-based routing schemes.

ONSET Conclusion
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Wrapping Up
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Summary

● We developed a framework for optical topology programming, with foundational aspects that include 

an efficient method for optimizing topology.

● We conducted a measurement study of long-haul optical fiber hardware to benchmark optical 

topology programming link reconfiguration times. 

● We developed a simulator to apply this framework with applications to challenging areas of ongoing 

study.

● Our framework can:

○ Scale traffic engineering systems to provide protection against link failures and flash-crowds.

○ Provide a means to quickly and proactively defend against network reconnaissance.

○ Improve capabilities of systems for defense against link flood attacks.
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Future

● Optical Topology Programming as still an area with lots of potential for growth. 

● A live network testbed to test the performance of real applications on top of an OTP backbone would 

help uncover some of the more subtle risks associated with OTP, e.g., performance impact on 

transport and application layer protocols.

● Systems challenges for the design of a stable optical/IP controller have only begun to be addressed.

○ E.g., a transactional framework for adding/removing links and all the intricacies associated for 

amplifier gain control, power adjustment, consistent state representation, etc.

● Network traffic and topology simulation. 

○ A “digital twin” of the optical network. 

○ Dynamically optimizing network topology for large AI/ML training workloads.
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Achievements

● Published 9 peer-reviewed papers

● Erwin & Gertrude Juilfs Scholarship 2019

● Ripple Cyber-security fellow 2019

● Bell Labs Summer Research Award for Distinguished Innovation 2020

● University of Oregon Doctoral Research fellow 2022

● Worked on 700 km optical fiber span and reduced optical link addition time 20x

● Internship work at Bell Labs now running in their production network
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Thank you! 
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I’d like to take 
questions and 

comments now.
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